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SUMMARY
This report describes work performed in the School
of Mechanical Engineering at the Georgia Institute of
Technology under NASA grant NSG-2054. The project was
started in January of 1975 and completed in March of
1977. Two M.S. theses [8,28], which are directly related
to the project, have been published and it is expected
that at least one paper will be published in a technical
journal as a result of work performed under the grant.
The main goal of the work has been to study theoret-
ically the transient behavior of very low temperature heat
pipes. A powerful technique has been developed for pre-
dicting transient three dimensional temperature distrib-
utions and heat fluxes for heat pipes operating under a
wide variety of conditions. Radiating, conducting, and
convecting external environments can be handled. In addi-
tion, startup from the supercritical state can be accom-
modated.
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cross-sectional area of slab
constant coefficient for node i
surface area of radiator
constant coefficient for node i
composite specific heat for cooling jacket
specific heat of coolant
constant coefficient for node i
specific heat of pipe wall
specific heat of radiator
composite specific heat for total system
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heat of vaporization of working fluid
effective inverse permeability of slab
thermal conductivity of pipe wall
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Statement of Problem
Investigations into the performance of cryogenic heat
pipes have been in progress at the Georgia Institute of
Technology for several years. In continuation of these
investigations the goal of this study has been to gain a
better understanding of the transient response of cryogenic
heat pipes and heat pipe systems. A method for predicting
behavior of heat pipes during startup or changes in thermal
transport has been developed. Included in the model are
provisions for simulating startup from temperatures above
the critical point of the working fluid.
B. Background
A heat pipe is a device that transfers large quanti-
ties of heat with a relatively small temperature gradient.
The containing envelope has an internal wick structure and
a liquid in near equilibrium with its vapor phase. The
phenomena of conduction and phase change are combined to
make high thermal conductance possible. The basic theory,
design, and operation of heat pipes are well discussed by
Cotter [i], Chisolm [2], and others.
As heat is added to the evaporator of a heat pipe
some of the fluid in the wick evaporates thus increasing the
vapor pressure. The increased pressure drives some of the
warm vapor to the condenser. The condensing vapor gives up
energy which is conducted through the wall and transferred
from the heat pipe. Due to evaporation the liquid-vapor
interface recedes into the capillary structure and thus
decreases the radius of curvature of the meniscus in the
heated end. Condensation on the capilla_y structure at the
cool end increases the menisus radius in the condenser.
This difference in radii of curvature creates the driving
force to pump the liquid back to the evaporator [i].
The heat pipe startup mode described above assumes
the vapor density at the ambient temperature is high enough
for a continuum flow to exist and that the capillary struc-
ture is filled with working fluid. Such startup is referred
to as uniform startup by Cotter [3]. A second mode of start-
up occurs if the vapor pressure is low and molecular flow
exists at ambient temperatures. Heating produces a continuum
in the evaporator and transition zone between the evaporator
and condenser. Often the working fluid is in a frozen state
and must melt before startup can occur. This mode takes
about two and one half times longer than uniform startup
assuming the working fluid is not frozen prior to startup.
Non-condensable gases, when present in the vapor space,
creates a third mode of startup. During heating the non-
condensables are swept into the cold end of the condenser.
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This method of startup can be accomplished very quickly or
very slowly depending on the quantity of non-condensables
present.
At steady state, for some types of capillary struc-
tures, that part of the evaporator capillary furthest from
the condenser may be dried out. The wick geometry and
meniscus radius determine how much of the evaporator is
actively working. Colwell and Williams [4] suggested that
the axial vapor Reynolds number may determine the length
along which condensation actually occurs in the condenser.
Assuming a saturated wick before startup the development of
these phenomena do affect startup times.
If the heat pipe is at a temperature above the criti-
cal point of the working fluid before startup, all of the
fluid will be in a single phase supercritical state. Before
the evaporation-condensation cycle can begin the fluid must
first be cooled below the critical temperature at the cool
end. Capillary action will then pump the liquid along the
wick back to the evaporator. The velocity of the fluid in
the wick is on the order of centimeters per minute [5]. The
entire heat pipe must be reflexed before any significant heat
transfer can take place.
In the design of a heat pipe system it is important to
understand the startup of the system and the response to a
change in power level. The parameters affecting transient
response of a heat pipe must be determined. The goal of
i
4this project was to develop a technique for predicting the
startup and response times for various heat pipes.
C. Literature Survey
The performance of heat pipes in an outer space envi-
ronment was evaluated by Kirkpatrick and Brennan [6] using
the Applications Technology Satellite (ATS-F). They con-
cluded that for space applications heat pipes can be useful
temperature control devices. Sherman and Brennan [7] per-
formed a study of low temperature heat pipes for spacecraft
uses. Nitrogen and oxygen were determined to be best fluids
for operation in the cryogenic temperature range. The compos-
ite slab wick was said to be a reliable porous media for
present day and projected NASA applications.
Recent work at the Georgia Institute of Technology has
been directed to understanding the steady state performance
of a heat pipe similar to the one in this study. Hare [8]
performed a theoretical study of a performance of a cryogenic
heat pipe using nitrogen as the working fluid. Polynomial
expressions were developed for predicting the thermal prop-
erties as a function of temperature. Mass- and heat-trans-
portequations were combined to give capillary and sonic
limitations on the performance of the pipe and the thermal
resistances of each heat pipe component. A study was made
on the effects of changing the composite slab and wick
structure.
Colwell [9] used a similar approach to study the effects
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of fluid gaps in the circumferential wick. Partial dryout
and vapor Reynolds number effect were added through a sim-
plified approach. The effect of changing wall thickness,
number of wick layers and mesh size was also modeled.
A coupled heat transfer diffusion model was used by
Saaski [26] to model a gas controlled heat pipe. The de-
vice was 45.48 cm long with an inside radius of 1.288 cm
and used methanol as the working fluid. Experimental re-
sponse curves were compared with curves predicted with the
model. Agreement is very good, both curves reaching 95 per-
cent of steady state values in about 130 seconds.
In a study of the dynamic behavior of heat pipes Groll,
et al. [I0] determined that small power variations around
the operating point of a heat pipe present no special prob-
lems. The discussion is primarily concerned with heat pipes
in the 200 K to 500 K temperature range. A one-dimensional
model was developed for prediction of heat pipe response and
examples of normal startup and startup failure were presented.
Groll concluded that the dynamic response of heat pipes can
be adequately treated with a simple mathematical model.
Another startup model was developed by Cotter [3].
Linear relationships were found for predicting uniform start-
up and startup with non-condensable gases present. Various
modes of heat pipe startup are described and mechanisms which
might affect successful startup are discussed. From this
model the response time for most high performance heat pipes
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is between I0 and i00 seconds.
Chato and Streckert [5] ran a series of tests with a
water heat pipe. The device was 81.9 cm long with an inside
diameter of 7.62 cm. Experimental values of maximum heat
flux were in the middle of the range predicted by horizontal
wicking tests. During normal operation, temperatures in the
@
vapor region did not vary by more than 1/2 C. Attempts to
measure transients failed since the heat pipe responded
faster than the heating and cooling system. They estimated
the response time of the heat pipe at less than twenty seconds.
Smirnov, et al. [II] developed a model for predicting
startup of gas controlled heat pipes. Their calculations
were in good agreement with experimental results. The dynamic
response of buffered and unbuffered heat pipes was modeled by
Rice and Azad [12]. Their model agreed with experimental
data for a sodium heat pipe and for a water heat pipe.
To operate, a heat pipe must have a source and sink.
Any measured response must take the source and sink into
account. Should the heat sink radiate the incoming energy
a phenomenon referred to by Anand, et al. [13] as temperature
choking takes place. The radiating surface must adjust its
temperature up or down to be in equilibrium with the incoming
energy. This movement in turn forces the heat pipe to adjust
its operating temperature. The response of such a system
would be different from a system with a condenser bath for
cooling.
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Calimbas and Hulett [14] ran tests on an avionic heat
pipe. The device used water as a working fluid. The inside
diameter was 6.35 cm and it was 60.96 cm long. Condenser
cooling was accomplished by a forced air heat exchanger. The
system took fifteen minutes to adjust to a change in the
heater level.
A water heat pipe with a glass bead capillary structure
was built and tested by Cosgrove, et al. [15]. Cooling was
accomplished by evaporation of methanol. A steady state
model was developed consisting of basic mass, energy and
momentum balances. Predicted values were in close agreement
with experimental results. After a change in power approxi-
mately thirty-five minutes were required for the system to
reach a steady state.
"All of the literature indicates that heat pipes have
very small response times. Since the mass of heating and
cooling systems is greater than that of a heat pipe they
respond more slowly. Transient data from experiments reflect
the response time of the heaters and cooling jackets used in
the experiments. Any attempt to model such a system must
include an accurate model of the heating and cooling appa-
ratus.
mI
l
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If. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
This study is concerned with a cryogenic heat pipe
with a composite slab wick. Geometry and physical charac-
teristics were suggested by the sponsoring agency. Dimen-
sions and materials are given in Table 1 and Figure I. The
configuration of the composite slab and wick is shown in
Figures 2 and 3.
The response of this heat pipe has been studied on
analog and digital computers. A system of nodes is used to
develop a set of time dependent equations accounting for the
heat capacity of the system. Due to a limited capacity, the
nodal system used for the analog model is fairly simple and
limited to small transient. The model assumes constant
properties and does not include any effects of fluid dynamics.
The digital model includes a much finer nodal system and
fluid dynamics. Property equations in the program permit the
variation of properties with temperature. Both models pre-
dict response and temperature profiles for the heat pipe.
A. Description of the Digital Model
For the digital model the heat pipe is broken into
its three main parts: evaporator, vapor region, and condenser
which includes the adiabatic section. Figure 4 shows the
I
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Table i. Dimensions and Materials for the Heat Pipe
Considered in this Study
Total length
Length of evaporator
Length of condenser
Length of adiabatic section
Outside diameter of pipe
Wall thickness
Working fluid
Material of pipe and capillary
structure
Wick configuration
Slab
Circumferential wick
Fluid gap
.9144 meters
.1524 meters
.3048 meters
.4572 meters
,635 centimeters
.1015 centimeters
Nitrogen
304 stainless steel
circumferential wick
with composite central
slab
4 layers 400 mesh around
5 layers 30 mesh screen
2 layers 400 mesh screen
.003048 centimeters
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Figure 3. Capillary Structure
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parts of the heat pipe and the nodal system used for solutions.
Basic heat transfer equations are written for each part and
the equations are coupled at the boundaries.
A two-dimensional model of the evaporator has been
developed that permits temperature variation in the radial
and circumferential directions. Symmetry is assumed such that
only a 90 ° section is modeled. In this way the effects of
partial burn-out in the circumferential wick can be studied.
The vapor region _s modeled as a lumped mass system.
The system includes the vapor, the slab, and the innermost
part of the wick along the entire length of the heat pipe.
The vapor temperature is assumed to vary only with time
having the same value in both the evaporator and condenser.
Condenser and adiabatic sections are modeled as two
dimensional in the radial and axial directions. This arrange-
ment permits study of Reynolds number effects and axfal
conduction.
Conditions at the surface of the evaporator and
condenser can be modeled in several ways. The surface tempera-
ture can be fixed, a known heat flux can be made to exist at
the surface, or an evaporator or condenser saddle can be
added. The condenser saddle can be cooled with a cooling
jacket or a radiating surface.
B. Solution Methods
Basic heat transfer equations can be written for each
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section of the heat pipe. The result is a system of three
coupled differential equations:
Evaporator:
1 STE _ ?2TE
?t
Dr
i _TE 1 _2TE _2TE
+ + _ +r _r r _z
(2.1)
Vapor •
dT V _T E
mVCv t_ = 2n r I £E KW _r 1
I
r=r I
DTC
+ 2_rI_cKw _r I
I
r=r
(2.2)
Condenser"
1 3Tc __ _2Tc I _Tc ?2Tc
a _t _ + +r Dr
Dr _z
(2.3)
These equations are transient conduction equations and
do not account for fluid dynamics directly. As will be shown
in the next section, in uniform startup with a fully wetted
wick the time for fluid velocity response is very small. In
the case of startup from the supercritical, these effects can
be handled by manipulation of boundary conditions in the
nodal system.
The equation for the vapor region is first order in
time only. Finite difference techniques permit solving for
the vapor temperature explicitly at each time step. The
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equation can be written in finite difference form as"
Tvn+I-Tv n 2_rI_EK W NJE
- E (TE_ TV n)
mVCv tn+l tn NJ"E' _x r I j=l IE-I,j
NKC
2_CItCKw
NKC axc I k=l (TC_Ic_I, k- Tvn)
(z.4)
Which can be solved explicitly
n+l 2_ ZE KW &t NJE
=
TV _'JE Ax mVc V j=l (TE_IE-I,j- Tvn )
2_, Z K At NKC
C w Z (rc_ _ k Tvn) + rvn (2 5)
+ NKC &x mVc V k=l IC i,
Note that the heat transfer into the vapor region is
equated to the heat transfer across the inner nodes of the
evaporator and condenser sections.
The partial differential equations that describe heat
transfer in the evaporator and condenser sections can be
solved with a grid system of nodes. The curvilinear system
is made rectangular with a change of variables. Details of
this variable change are given in Appendix A. A heat
balance is written for each node equating net heat gain with
the change in temperature of that node. The resulting systems
of equations are solved with an alternating direction implicit
method.
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Two finite difference approximations of equation
(2.1) are used alternately to sweep through the evaporator
grid for each time step. These two equations are given by:
For the first half time step
TEn. +1./2 -TEn K
2 1,3 1,j _ T.n+I/2 1/2 1/2OpCp ri tn+I/2_t n = ( ri+l,j + TEI÷I,j- 2rEn+'x,j )
K
K TE n NJE r. 2
P :,j ( ? .TE n TC n 1) (.-_)NJE :,j i
Z TE n j -I ' Z_z
2,jj=l
(2.6)
And for the second haif time step
TE n÷.l _ TEnt .1/2 K
_:112 +
• = TEn+l/22 1,j 1,_ (TE 1,jppCprl tn+l _ tn+i/2 i-l,j 2TEn+.I/2 )1)3
K
_y__ ¢,r_n+l + TEn +1 2TE n+l)+ "-_'i ,j+l 1,j -i x,3
2
NJE TE n TC.n ri__
kp TE n j ( Z a j 2 1 ) (Az z)_ )NJE ' '
Z TE n j=l
1)jj=l
(2.7)
Note that the equations are implicit in only one
direction and this direction changes with each half time step.
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The last term in each equation accounts for heat
conducted axially along the tube. An artificial node is
created at the evaporator end of the adiabatic section. At
each radial location the artificial node has a temperature
equal to the average temperature of the evaporator nodes at
that same radial location. This node provides a constant
temperature boundary condition for the condenser and adiabatic
grid. A weighted fraction of the total heat conducted
axially is subtracted from each evaporator node.
Casting equation (2.6) in a different form gives
At K
At Kp ) __n+I/2 + (I + P ) TE n+I/2
( 2 2 ILi+l ,j 2 2 1 ,j
• (Ax) r.2(Ax) ppCpr I ppCp i
At Kp 2'') TEn+l/2 At K,p 2") (TEn j+l
-i j = ( 2 .... ,
• ' 2(Ay) OpCpr i2 (Ax) 2ppCpr I
+ TE._, j_l )
At K
(I 2 P 2) TEn ,j
(Ay) ppCpr i
At K TE n NJE
1,J ) (I_j'E" Z TE n - TC ) (2 8)( P Z ) (NJE 1,j i,l "
2ppCp(bZ) E TE n j=l
j--I 1,j
This equation can be used to construct a matrix of
NIE equations for each value of j. Each equation is of the
form"
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A. TE n+l/2
1 l-l,j + B i TE n+I/2 + C. TE n+I/2,j z i+l,j = Di (2.9)
and the resulting matrix is shown below:
B1 C1 0 ...
A 2 B2 C 2 0
0 A3 B 3 C 3
0 0 0 "" ' ANIE -i
0 0 0 ... 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
BNIE-1 CNIE-1
ANIE BNIE
D I
D 2
DNIE
This matrix is tridiagonal and can be solved with a modified
Gaussian elimination technique [16]. This particular sub-
routine permits any combination of boundary conditions at
eiti_er end of the array. A matrix is constructed and solved
for each value of j giving values at each location for the
first half time step. The second equation _2.7) is then used
to construct and solve a matrix of NJE equations for each
value of i. This solution technique is known as the alter-
nating direction implicit. It has the advantage of being
very stable with respect to time and yet being fairly simple
to solve numerically.
A similar derivation in the condenser and adiabatic
section gives:
I
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I
I
I
I
i
2O
- ( 1/2 At K&t Kp ) TC n_ + (I + P ) TC n+I/2
2 l,k (&x)2 2 i,k
2 (Ax2) ppCpr i ppCpr i
At K At K
( 2 p z) vcn+l/Z V ) (TC_ + Tcn l)
-l,k = ( 2 ,k+l l,k-
• 2 (az) ppC2(Ax) ppCpr i p
At K
+ (1 2 p ) TC_, k (2.103
(Az) ppCp
In the formulation of the equations the thermal
properties are assumed constant. Expressions were developed
by Hare [8] which permitted evaluation of properties as a
function of temperature. These expressions have been modified
to work with International units and additional expressions
have been developed for specific heats. Appendix B lists the
polynomials used. These expressions are used to calculate
new properties whenever the vapor temperature has changed by
more than a specified amount.
Special coefficients are required for the interface
of the pipe wall and the wick. These expressions are
developed in Appendix C.
The three equations were coupled at the boundaries.
Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the computational grid
and boundary conditions. The temperature of the innermost
node of both evaporator and condenser is calculated as a part
of the vapor region and held as a constant temperature
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boundary for both regions. Due to symmetry both ends of
the evaporator grid can be assumed adiabatic. Also the
outer surface of the adiabatic section and the lower end of
the condenser are insulated. The vapor equation is in time
only and therefore requires only an initial condition.
Boundary conditions at the outer surface of the evaporator
and condenser can be modified to better model the total
system of which the heat pipe is a part.
Cooling of the condenser saddle can be accomplished
either of two ways. For a radiating condenser a heat balance
gives
- 2_roZch C (Tc-T R) AR°eTR 4 + Qspace
which can be solved explicitly as:
TRn+ I 2&tpro&zh C NKC n ARoeAtmRcR 4= Z (TC_I C k-TR ) - TRn
mRCR k=NKA+I '
n At
+ Qspace
mRCR + TR n
If a cooling jacket is to be used the following equation has
to be solved"
dTcj
mCjCcj--d-f- = 2_ro_chc (Tc-Tcj) + _fcf (TI-Tcj)
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or
n+l 2At_roazh C NKC mfcfat
= ,_ (TCNI C k-Tcj n) + (T_-Tcj)nTCj mCjCcj k=NKA+I , mCjCcj
+ Tcjn
This equation assumes a cooling jacket as shown in Figure 6.
Both of these heat sink models are coupled to the condenser
with a surface coefficient.
C. Fluid Dynamic Effects
If the startup of a heat pipe is to proceed smoothly
fluid must be able to reach the evaporator capillary struc-
ture at the same rate that evaporation occurs. Fluid flow in
the slab can be modeled as shown in Figure 7. A one dimensional
momentum balance can be written for the case where evaporator
burnout has occurred:
2o_ A K _z _L d
rp c p_ A c Ac _ (Ac LV0_) (3.1)
If the length is assumed equal to the distance from
the midpoint of the condenser to the midpoint of the evapora-
tor the equation can be solved for the velocity as a function
of time. The result is"
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2o_ -(_ _)t
v(t) - (l-e ) (3.23
I<lJ_ rpL
From this expression it can be seen that the time
required for the fluid to reach a steady state velocity in
an initially wetted capillary structure is a function of
viscosity, inverse permeability, and density. For the
particular heat pipe under study the fluid velocity reaches
better than ninety percent of its steady state value in less
than 0.05 seconds. Although this model is no doubt over
simplified it does show that fluid velocities do develop
very rapidly and would present no problem to startup in this
heat pipe.
Velocity in the slab can be used to predict the
capillary limited heat transfer rate with
Qcap = pzVAc hfg
(3.33
Heat transfer from the evaporator can be limited to this
value by restricting the number of nodes interacting with
the vapor region.
In simulating startup from the supercritical an
expression must be developed to predict the location of the
fluid as it is pumped back towards the evaporator. Assume
uniform and rapid condensation over the entire condenser
surface when the temperature drops below the critical value.
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Equation (3.1) can be solved explicitly in finite difference
form:
20 PLnV n 2
vn+l _ Lnat (FpO_£ K P_ vn ) + vn (3.4)
The length in equation (3.4) is allowed to vary with
time as the fluid moves along the slab. The location of the
fluid can be calculated from:
t
L = f V dt (3.5)
O
or in finite differences:
Ln+l = Ln + Vn+l At (3.6)
An initial condition is needed for each equation.
The initial velocity is assumed to be zero and the initial
length is assumed to be one half the length of the condenser,
measured from the midpoint of the condenser.
This length L, the distance from the center of the
condenser to the fluid front, is used to calculate the node
through which the fluid is currently moving. All nodes
containing fluid are coupled with the vapor region. Those
nodes still without fluid are insulated from the vapor. This
manipulation of boundary conditions, made possible through
28
the use of the tridiagonal subroutine, permits any combina-
tion of nodes in the evaporator_or condenser to actively
working with or insulated from the vapor region.
D. Logic of Solution
The preceding equations were solved simultaneously on
a Control Data Corporation Cyber-74 computer. A flow chart
outlining the solution procedure is shown in Figure 8. The
computer program is listed in Appendix D.
After reading dimensions and initial conditions a
subroutine is called that calculates the properties and
coefficients for each equation. _ The time steps are then
started, each step requiring one pass through the program.
Each of the equations is solved in a subroutine.
For each time step the new values of the vapor region
and the heat sink temperatures are calculated first. These
solutions are explicit and use evaporator and condenser
values from the last time step. The new temperatures of the
vapor and heat sink are then used as boundary conditions in
the implicit solution of the evaporator and condenser system
of equations.
The same subroutine that solves for a new vapor
temperature also calculates the position of the fluid in the
slab and determines which nodes in the evaporator and
condenser are currently active. Because the vapor solution
is explicit and has little mass it tends to become unstable.
!I
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I
!
/I input dimensions, heat loads/
and initial conditions /
I i :et initi_! c°ndlti°nsCalculate coefficients
t
ICa].c,.ilaCe locationof fluid in slab
I
Explicit Solutionof vapor
I
of heat sink
i
I ADI for evaporator
I
Compute axial
comg_ction terms
i
I ADI for condenser 1
I
Ca] ! output program
I TVO:TV
I
Calculate
new coefficients
yes
no
no
Does n=ND _
yes
:_ead final values/into data file
Figure 8. Flow Diagram of Computer Program
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A discussion of stability is presented in Appendix E. This
unstable tendency is overcome by allowing the program to
calculate a smaller time step for the vapor region and iterate
a sufficient number of times to complete the total time step.
The equation for the heat sink is solved in a separate
subroutine. This routine can handle either a radiating heat
sink or a cooling jacket. The solution is explicit but the
mass is sufficiently large that stability is no problem.
Both the evaporator and condenser matrices are solved
separately in the same subroutine. Inputs to the subroutine
are temperatures at each node, coefficients, and boundary
conditions. The subroutine calls the tridiagonal subroutine
for solution of each row of the matrix. This technique is
described in detail in references [16, 17, 18].
After each time step several checks are made. The
current vapor temperature is compared to temperature used
for calculation of property values. If the new value is
different from the old by more than 0.i K new coefficients
are calculated using properties calculated at the new
temperature.
Another check is performed to determine if the system
is changing rapidly. If the system is changing temperature
at a rate less than that specified the time step is doubled
and new coefficients are calculated. Thus several different
time steps may be used during a single run. The response
time of the vapor region is less than the time steps normally
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used. This presents no problem since inherent in the solution
technique is the assumption that the system response is
linear across a single time step. Thus the vapor temperature
merely tracks the temperature changes in the evaporator and
condenser sections. However when the time step is changed
the vapor response is solved explicitly with evaporator and
condenser temperatures calculated for the old value of the
time step. The vapor temperature will then lag the rest of
the solution by one half of a time step slowing down the
response of the entire system. To correct for this problem
the change in the vapor temperature is always multiplied by
the ratio of the new time step to the old time step. In
essence this procedure amounts to predicting the temperatures
of the evaporator and condenser nodes that interact with the
vapor for the new time step. Since this change of time step
only occurs when the system is changing at a very slow rate
any error that occurs would be small.
In startup from the supercritical the average specific
heat of the slab changes as the fluid moves through it.
Whenever the fluid reaches a new node the values are calcu-
lated again taking into account the additional fluid in the
sJab.
Values used for thermal conductivity of the wick are
a weighted average of the thermal conductivities of the fluid
and the screen. Effective thermal conductivity of the screen-
fluid combination is evaluated using the method of Williams
I
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[24]. Details of this development are in Appendix F.
Specific heats of the wick and slab are also weighted
averages of the specific heats of the components.
E. Description of the Analog Model
A simplified model of the heat pipe was used for
transient studies with an analog computer. This model
assumed one dimensional conduction in the radial direction.
Overall temperature drops and response times can be predicted
with this technique for small perturbations.
The approach used for the analog computer was to break
the heat pipe into nodes. A heat balance was written for
each node equating the net heat gain with temperature increase.
The result is a system of first order differential equations
in time with temperature the dependent variable.
Since the computer capacity was limited only five nodes
are used. Node 1 is composed of the outer half of the
evaporator wall and is located at the evaporator surface.
The inner half of the evaporator wall and the outer half of
the wick make up node 2 which is located at the interface of
the wick and wall. The vapor region, slab and adiabatic wall
and wick are the components of node 3 located at the inter-
face of wick and vapor region. Like node 2, node 5 is
composed of one half of the wick and the inner half of the
condenser wall and is located at the interface of condenser
wick and wall. Node 6 is the outer half of the condenser
33
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wall and like node 1 is located at the surface. Figure 9
is a schematic diagram of the nodes and their locations.
Equations for the six nodes are listed below. See
Appendix G for a discussion of scaling the equations for use
on the analog computer.
Condenser cooling is accomplished by means of a jacket
with a circulating fluid. An additional node, number 6
permits the modeling of this jacket.
The analog computer circuit for these equations is
shown in Figure I0.
dT 1 4_ £ K 2QE
_ E p (T -T1) + (4 1)
dt ln(ro/rB} 2 v "ppCpVpE ppCp P
dT 2 47 £E K
= P
[OpCpVpE + PwCwVwE]In(ro/rB] (TI-T2)
(4.2)
47 tE Kw
[ppCpVpE + PwCwVwE]In(rB/ri)
(T3-T 2)
dT 3 47 £E Kw
= [ppCpVpE + PwCwVwE + maCa]In(rB/rl) (T2"T3)
47 £C KW
[OpCpVpc + PwCwVwC + maCaJ In (rB/ri) (T 4 -T 3)
(4.3)
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dT 4 4_ tC Kw
= [ppCpVpC + PwCwVwC]'in(rB/rl j' (T3-T4)
47r _ K
C p
[ppCpVpC + PwCwVwc]ln('ro/rB )
(Ts-T 4)
dT
4_ _C Kp (T4-T5)
ppCpVpC in (ro/r B]
÷
4'Vro ZC hc
ppCpVpC
(T6-T 5)
dT 6 2_ r0 tC hc mfcf
= mc J Ccj (Ts-T6) + mcj Ccj (T I -T 6)
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III. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
The digital model has been used to model the heat
pipe studied by Saaski [26]. The heat pipe modeled had an
evaporator and condenser each 15.24 cm long and a 15.0 cm
adiabatic section. Methanol was used for the working fluid.
The inside radius was 1.288 cm and the wall thickness was
0.080 cm. One layer of 200 mesh screen was used as a circum-
ferential wick. An air gap of 0.022 ¢m was maintained between
the condenser surface and the heat sink for a per-unit-length
gap conductance of approximately 0.0443 W/cm-K. The tempera-
ture of the vapor region is non-dimensionalized by defining
_T v Tv(t)-Tvo
_Tvm Tvm-Tvo
where Tvo is the initial vapor temperature and TVm is the
steady state vapor temperature. Saaski's data reaches 95
percent of steady state values in approximately 130 seconds.
The predicted curve using the technique of this study responds
more slowly reaching 95 percent of steady state in 160
seconds. Both curves are shown in Figure II.
The digital model of the heat pipe has been used to
study three different cryogenic heat pipe systems. Systems
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are varied by changing boundary conditions on the condenser
surface. The effect of varying heat pipe design parameters
was studied using a model with the condenser surface tempera-
ture fixed. Other systems modeled used a cooling jacket and
a radiating surface as heat sinks.
Similar studies have been performed on the constant
condenser temperature heat pipe and the cooling jacket using
the analog model.
An even simpler model can be developed if the system
is assumed to be a lumped mass. Details of this development
for a heat pipe with a cooling jacket are given in Appendix
H. The result is a simple exponential equation. This model
should have a faster response than the more complex models,
since no temperature gradient must develop. A comparison
of digital, analog, and exponential models for startup from
isothermal at I00 K to a heat load of 15 watts is shown in
Figure 12. In each case the condenser heat sink is a cooling
jacket with liquid nitrogen at i00 K as the coolant. All
three models predict similar responses.
The digital model of a system with a constant condenser
surface temperature was used to study effects of varying design
parameters. In each case the heat pipe is initially isothermal
at 100 K. A heat flux of 15 watts is imposed on the evaporator
surface and the heat pipe adjusts to steady state. Table 2
lists the various cases studied.
Figure 13 compares analog and digital response curves
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I CaseNo. Modification
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I
I
I
I
I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Standard Heat Pipe as described
Tab le 1
Wall thickness .2030 cm
Wall thickness .4060 cm
Circumferential wick of 4 layers 400 mesh
Circumferential wick of 8 layers 400 mesh
Fluid gap .006096 cm
Fluid gap .012192 cm
Slab 2 layers 400 mesh
2 layers 30 mesh
Slab 8 layers 400 mesh
I0 layers 30 mesh
I
I
I
I
I
I
In each case the heat pipe is initially isothermal
at I00 K. A heat flux of 15 watts is imposed on the
evaporator surface. The only modification from the heat pipe
of Table l is that listed.
I
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for case I. The slower response of the analog curve is due
to the different nature of the nodal systems employed.
The effect of changing the wall thickness is shown in
Figure 14. Since the pipe wall is the major portion of the
heat pipe mass, any change would have a great effect on heat
pipe response. The pipe wall is also the largest thermal
resistance in the heat pipe. Thus increasing the wall
thickness requires a larger overall temperature difference.
The time required for this temperature profile to develop
slows response.
Increasing the number of layers of circumferential
wick also increases the steady state temperature drop from
evaporator to condenser. This effect as well as the added
mass slow response as shown in Figure 15.
Figures 16 and 17 show the effect of changing the size
of the fluid gap and the configuration of the composite slab.
As the curves show the change in response time is very small.
Due to the nature of the model the response takes the
same time for any heat input. Figure 18 shows the response
for a heat input of 5 watts and iS watts. Also shown is the
response of a heat pipe to a power change from 5 to 15 watts.
Each curve is for a heat pipe with a constant temperature
condenser. In all three cases 95 percent of total change is
achieved at the same time.
The thermal properties used in the model vary with
temperature. The effect of this phenomena on response is
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shown in Figure 19. All three cases show an initially
isothermal heat pipe with a constant condenser surface tempera-
ture. A heat flux of 15 watts is imposed on the evaporator.
Curves are shown for startup from 80, I00, and 120 K. At the
lower temperature the specific heats are smaller and the
response is faster. At 120 K the capillary limitation is
less than 15 watts. The effect of capillary limitation is
also shown in Figure 19. The development of the overall
temperature difference is shown in Figure 20. Note that at
120 K capillary burnout causes evaporator temperature to
increase rapidly.
A heat pipe system with a cooling jacket and one with
a radiating surface are compared in Figures 21 and 22. Since
the heat leaving the radiating surface is dependent on the
temperature alone the response time is much greater. This
demonstrates the phenomena of temperature choking referred to
by Anand, et al. [13].
Startup from the supercritical is shown in Figure 23.
A heat flux of S watts is imposed on a heat pipe initially
isothermal at 130 K. Cooling is imposed at the same time
_ith a jacket with a coolant at i00 K and a surface coeffi-
cient of I000 W/m2-K. The evaporator surface temperature
climbs sharply until fluid reaches it. The temperature falls
rapidly and the heat pipe begins working.
Figure 24 compares wicking velocity calculated using
equations 3.4 and 3.6 with velocities from the work of Symons
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[27]. For both curves the working fluid is methanol. Since
the capillary structures are not the same the velocities do
not agree exactly. However they are of the same order of
magnitude.
Wicking velocity in the composite slab is shown in
Figure 25. The velocities are much larger than those of
Figure 24 because of the nature of the composite slab. The
effective inverse permeability is relatively small due to
the presence of the 30 mesh screen yet the pumping pressure
is relatively high due to the outer layers of 400 mesh screen.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM_iENDATIONS
This study has developed a technique for predicting
transient response of heat pipes. Predicted response curves
were compared with experimental data from the literature and
agreement was good. Results from the digital studies have
been compared with those from more simple analog and exponen-
tial models and trends are found to be similar.
The analog model provides a good method for estimating
response for small transients. Because of the large node
spacing and assumption of constant property values the results
are not as accurate as the digital model and the effects of
fluid dynamics and startup from the supercritical could not
be included. An attempt to improve the analog model would
have required more analog computing capability than was
available.
A much better technique for modeling transients is
provided by the digital model. Thermal properties are allowed
to vary with temperature and the effects of fluid dynamics are
included. It was found that in accurately modeling experimen-
tal data it was difficult to account for response times of heat-
ing and cooling systems and the added masses of instrumentation
and insulation. A simple approach was developed for including
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startup from the supercritical.
The stability of the alternating direction implicit
solution procedure was found to be very good. (See Appendix
E for a discussion of stability.) The program remained
stable for time steps as large as thirty seconds. Had an
explicit solution of the same node system been attempted, time
steps on the order of 10 -I seconds would have been necessary
to maintain stability. With the ADI method some oscillations
would occur near the boundaries when the time steps were
large and the system was changing temperature rapidly.
In any continuation of this work many improvements
could be made in the computer code to decrease running time.
In addition the equations which are used to predict wick re-
priming after dryout could be improved.
APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
TRANSFORNATION OF COORDINATE SYSTEHS
It is convenient to transform the cylindrical
coordinate system that describes the heat pipe to one that
is rectangular. In cylindrical coordinates 92T is
_2T 1 _T 1 _2T _2T
r Dr r _2
Make the following substitutions
x-- in(ro/rl)
y -- ¢
Z = Z
Thus
I _
----2-- Dr (F ?x
Dr
3ZT _2 T
2¢ " 3y
32T _2 T
2
_z 3z
_2T I I ?T
7 ---2- - --'2" g-ff
_x r r
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Substitution back into _2T
1 _2T 1 _T l _T 1 _2T _2T
+ --2-_-_ + --_ _y-_ +_z-_r r
or
1 _2T 1 _2T _"T
---,2- x-_ ÷ --2- + ------_r r _)2 _z
This transformation simplifies calculation and makes finite
difference approximation of the equations easier. Figure 26
shows the result of this transformation.
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Figure 26. Polar to Rectangular Transformation
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APPENDIX B
THEtLMODYNA_,]IC PROPERTY EQUATIONS
In his thesis Hare [8] developed polynomial expressions
for the thermal properties of nitrogen and stainless steel
as a function of temperature. A least squares regression
analysis program on a Wang 720 calculator was used. These
equations have been converted to International units and are
presented here. Expressions for the specific heats of
nitrogen, stainless steel and aluminum were developed using
the same technique and data from references [23,25].
T = temperature in degrees Kelvin
Properties of liquid nitrogen
Density (Kg/m 3)
= -5.7784 x I0 -I0 T 7 + 2.45356 x 10 -7P_
+8.3300 x 10 -4 T 4 + 2.7794 x i0 -I
+1.31038 x 103 T - 1.94571 x 104
Viscosity (N-sec/m 2)
p_ = -2.25319 x I0 -II T 4 +6.541176 x i0
+2.708099 x 10 .6 T +1.0352966 x I0
T 6 -3.49017 x 10 -5 T 5
T 3 -3.10677 x i0 T 2
-9 T 3 -5.51203 x 10 -7 T 2
-3
Surface tension (N/m)
az = 1.026812 x 10 -9 T 4 -3.919365 x I0 -7 T 3 +
3.804096 x 10 -3 T + 1.1066907 x i0 -I
5.631364 x 10 -5 T 2
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Heat of vaporization (J/Kg)
hfg = 3.25198085 x 10 -6 T6 + 9.1831855 x 10 -4 T5
3.4922526 x 10 -2 T4 1.3994675 x I01 T3 +
1.9701130 × 103 T2 - 1.005187 x 105 T + 2.0678544 x 106
Thermal conductivity (W/m-K)
K_ = 3.586226 x i0 -I0 T5 - 1.6795344 x 10 -7 T4 +
3.120013 x 10 -5 T3 - 2.8859648 x 10 -3 T2 +
1.3152021 x I0 -I T - 2.182878
Specific heat (J/Kg-K)
-4 T4 _cz = 3.543145 x i0
1.2632769 x i01 T2
1.0894305 x I0
26. 500754 x i0
-i T3 +
T + 1.4495738 x I0
Properties of 304 stainless steel
Thermal conductivity (w/m-K)
K - 2.25468 x 10 -4 T2 + 9.99792 x i0
P
Specific heat (J/Kg-K)
C = 1.037895 x 10 -2 T2 + 4.982373 T
P
Specific heat of Aluminum (J/Kg-K)
-5 3C = 8.1727423 x I0 T - 4.3008433 x i0A1
8.9683338 T 2.8647838 x 102
-2 T + 2. 2549
1.5772696 x I0
-3 2T +
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APPENDIX C
WICK-WALL INTERFACE NODES
Due to the change of variables used (see Appendix A)
nodes are spaced exponentially through the wall and wick.
It was found that for best results three nodes were needed
in the wall and two in the wick with one for the interface.
The wick nodes are smaller than the wall nodes and a scale
factor SF was calculated so that the same value of DX could
be used. Figure 27 shows nodes near the interface in the
evaporator.
To place the fourth node on the interface of the
wick and wall an artificial radius had to be calculated.
This artificial radius was then used for calculating the
locations of all nodes in the wall and the scale factor for
the nodes in the wick.
The artificial radius is given by:
(NIE-1)
rart = [r_BI/(NIE-I) ] (2-NIE")
Wick nodes are smaller than wall nodes by the factor
SF given by:
SF = 1 (NiE_2)in(rB/ri)/in(ro/rart)2
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Figure 27. Wick-Wall Interface Nodes
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A heat balance on node 4 gives"
I/2 TE n K n+I/2
2 Ax+SFAx. TE j 4,j P AyAz
r 4 #4c4 AzAy ( 2 ) t -tn+I/2 n = A--_ (TE3,j
Kw Aykz (T_n+I/2 _ _y&x SF v-_5, j - TE ,j + Az (Lx÷_Ax)(TEa,j÷1
TE_,j__ 2TEa,j)
which can be rearranged for the subroutine to give
K At K At
-( P 2)TE n+l/2 + (1 + 2 2
2 (Ax) 2 (I+SF) #4c4r4 a,.] 2(Ax) (I+SF) #4¢4r4
K At
W
2)TEn+l/24,j
2 (Ax) _SF (I+SF) P4c4r4
-(
K At
w
2 (Zlx)2SF (I+SF) P4c4r4
At
TEn+I/2 - K2 2
2) 5,j 2 (Ay) 2p4c4r4
(TE n
4,j+l
TEa,j_ 1 -2TE_,j)+ TE_,j
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APPENDIX D
COMPUTERCODE
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
J
_' },-:_,4 _,%['I (T'IPUT,C')uTr'uI, TA¢;5:INoUT, TAP_F-:OUTPUT
1, "_AT t,, I t,P__d=_Ihl 3,, kT 5 r ,,T AI:'-.7 = L I _T )
_]'[.'1:h'.I}r_ T: I;,.7SI ,TC (B, Z_) ,T IB,'_C i,_llr } ,.-_(_l,ri_.b,_IZ])
1,hr'_iut,AICI-J} ,f, Jl IGI ,_'_'{6,_.),_YF'(e,321 ,_XC{6,ZII,AYC (6,3C}
I, _ (_.) ,I:X'(B, _;),CY _ (E,'C),CYCIS, 7r.),CYC(6, 3[ ),AXC')UI6! ,PSI2(6!
1 ,OCV(%3|
_O_'_0'_ 'T, r_,CI_, TE, TV,TC,TP,CIc,QR,_,EV,nCP,C_'Ax,NI-,NJE,NTC,NjC
I, L a_ ,L_F,',L I_,L'_A,Cx--,,_vE,C_C,CYC ,r.V,V._L, FL,^SU, aSiJ,XL,CC, ICRIT
1 _ ,',_- , h Vu, AY?, _ YCo AV, _Vo '-S, _S, :,C,_,C, r,I:, C I _ _i_ , AIL;
I , v,l]T , _)4_ ]S, UT , ]TC), IX ,Kr ,; , [J° ]_CC, llYC ,EL °[_JA ,f F_ESIS T
PEAL '_L, K L, 14DO T ,K.¢ • HFr,, K w
W_ETZ(b,_,5)
6_ _r,_aT ("INPUT CASE NUMr_ _:_'')
°[_](-3,'I NO
WO[l'_10,75)
75 cCI_'AF 4"I'iPUT nT,NOT"}
P F ,ill 15 ,') Of, NDT
8_ _,_.'_AT ("T_UT MDOT.PMASS,]TS,QTc. A.},TI,rpFsIST")
_[A] (_,'I _OOT,_MASS,QIS,glk,i%R,TI,CPESISI
woII-IB, IZ])
'1_£ FO_"iT("[YPE 1 TO INPUT ALL DATA")
:_9(5,'*) INPUT
IF([r.PUT._'E.t} 50 TO 25C
wPlr£ (_,?0C)
20C. _'O_'_,_r {"INPUT qI£,NJZ,_IC,t_JC,NJA")
'R_:A3 (_,') _'IF,NJE,NIC,,_JC,_IJA
W_IT'_- IS, JOC)
3_.C F'_=4AI" ("INPUT TSI,TEI,TvI,TCI,TRI")
_E_) l-3,') TSI,TET,TVI,TCI,T_I
WRITE (h,_-1"C 1
_,'I_ FOR'_AT ("INPUT LWFE.LOO,LWFC,LNA"}
oCAJ (r_,.l L_rE,L_O,LwFC,LNA
wb;.T- (6,_50)
0,50 FnR_AT(I'I'4ouT wT.OF,_F,_L,IETA.pOPS_Y "'}
OEAL)(_,.) WT ,OC, Rr,NL, _E TA,POPSTY
C INIT[_LIZt VALUES
ET=G
TS=TS[
DO ? ;=I,NJ6.
DO i I=I,NIE
l TE (I,J I=T--_I
2 COqTINU _
TV=TVl
lhn ., [:1.,NIC
1"10 ] J=I,NJC
3 IC([.JI=TGI
W CONTINU-"
T _=r_.I
X t =. I___,,,
_q TO _-3C
_5(_ P._LL O_r_IN
35C I_ T "] = [Il
=T=_.
WOiTE {3.5e..'1 _,4ASS,A":._O_
i"_.-2", _X,"FLC._ p_T£",_(,lo-15.r_, 7X,"KG/_£C.,)
_}3 0 I':-l,tl[:
_TC(II=],?
qO , J=L,'_JT
r_ AI-III:rC(I,JI *ar_'(I|
6 AT;(I! "-%T:( I)IFLOATINJEI
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II
I
I
I
I
I C']IJ_J r : :
,l_rj:f¢
;_':I o 55._- q-5
PO _:;I Y :o 5":J5
t _1r:.C _-: L,4 F .;
_0_ FC-'IAT(TT,"C/_5_ r,dh"IE_'" ,T4}
CALL "_'k_L _ T =
,_P:'5.n'_)7:-_"-"""_'TD''_.Cr. "[ T_,-T_ }
r,_LL 3:JTPUT
C SFA_'T t[ 4- CY_L=-._
_)."):C? J '_:).,,'4_T
[C')dU T=T. C_UPIT+ 1
2_ (L,_F],-'._,LW;:_O| GO TO 2 "_
CALL PA)A;_T_
OPTV=TV
LWFr.C=L_FC
GO I_ a;
20 I_(_:_'-;[IV-OPTV).LT,,i} GO TO 30
SALL uh _._'_TR
OPTV--TV
G5 I0 _T.
30 [F(A_:,()T-SI,LT,,F.F.L) GO T_ IC
43 [_'('k_3(('_.-TmO)-,CF.!)) 5,:, BZ,,_
53 '[='fh;_SlrV-rVOl-.OCl_155,8F.,_O
5_ ")T:)'OI
I _"(_T-3_) IG, 7_ ,60
6_ 9T:._C
73 CALL #A _A_$Tc
OPFV=TV
_0 c.T =--T* _IT
r)O -)_ I=I,NIE
O0 A _*'I;ON{ rl = {TC (I ,_1 -ATE ( II ) "KF/#DYC" _ _'NJE'P_G'ATE lI )}
TRO--T_
TVJ=TV
_AL.L VA°OR
CALL C')')L--'R(_.C,.!C,CC,II, TC,NJ.r.,NJA,r_,[M, AR,CIC_,QR,QC_i
C_L_. G_.[[_23 (T;,AXE,_Y_CXC-,CY-,NIF-,NJE_AXCOf_,#
IA I{, TV,- IC, .T,,, IS, i ,,I, ,t., 2,i,-_,2, O,CIE, ! ,, LWFE, LO.))
O0 tI I:£,'_I-
AT_(ll=_.3
DO l.. J:_.,_J_-
I_ A T-_Ill :l_ If, Jl 'ATE{I)
il AT- t I ) :_T : ( I )/FLt')_ T(_JE I
CALL GRIU2D (IC,AXC,AYC,CXC,CYC,NIO,NJC,AT_,,
_.AIC.,TV,r, IL,( ,, T3,1,,Z,,I,,F_,I,I,_,NJA,CIC.,CJC,LWFC,LNA}
NJ._P_ ::4JAil
I_'(ICJ'J'_T,£O,S) Gq TO 12
GO TN t'(']
I_ CALL J'3r P!_I
IC_U_T=]
101"_ CC)NT I'_U-
I':,_ L L ilArAOUT
ST'l_
E _Ll
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I
l
_J _ ";J T.[L. _,.'. :..ff,r ,L
qIM t ;[3'._ T". (; , _" ) ,TC 16, ?,r ) ,_-(_, ",';),#,y= (c,,,:Z,.) ,,A_C(_,X]),
It_Y_(r_, ;_.1,C,X:.(F, J[.} ,.f.,Y=[_, _,._),2_C( ¢_s_ ) ,Cv_(G,TC ) ,AKC0r|(6)
I,_;[2<6)
_ O;l"'_d _ - T , I'_.,'3I';, F _, T V, T C, T _ + qI p, 0 _ ,C}--V, "_CR, L,_.AX, N I--,,ij.:., NIC, NjC
:+ L4_-', L'IFL,LQ'..,L JA ,I;X= ,_.Y.'-,CX(,,F.VC .._V,V, TL,ZL ,ASU, _SLj,XL, CC, I r,_IT
! , A X ],,LY-,AXC ,AYe0 t-V,qV,AS ,IS, C_.,nc ,CIE ,CI C, AT E_ AIC
: , '4u )T , _'If.'-;S,]I ,qT O ,I x , _cv , P, r;,F,_C, D YC • £L, ';JA ,CPESI S T
I.WT°;)F,cc,'JL, _--_I,*w, ;J_c STy
_,ZAu ;JL, KL ,"_T'01 , <_" ,_r C.,V W , -_CDgL A'_
CTV=TV
_" (L.IV,_,T. 125) _TV=125
C VISCOSITY I_ _-_1/>"''2}
X _+U-'"2 .-;5 -_Igo- I'' CTV'*_*+ 6 • "_(+:I ?AE-q'c, TV +" 3-5,5%2( ?E'7"CIV*'2
i ÷P_.I'_:'_-]-5+C. TV+I,C 35Lg_._--_
C SU°_AC:" T-'I-;10.'I (I;/';)
% I b'-IA= 1. _._5_ t2C-g'C_V,._,-, ?+_Ig365F.6,*CTV,,3+.Sb3176_,E._,+CTV, +2
I -. _4:',:q',E-?°r,_¢+I,I-&_g.T_-I
C INVERSE r_'--_'c_A-{T.LITY OF SLS( _ |!/Ha'2)
C POR'E :_ADIJS (")
qo"; ,_r = l, g-5£.5
C O{.NSIT_ OF ,_[P£ W_LL (KG/'_."'_)
=': _'_,:. 7
C So-KIcI ," "i___T OF PI D__ WALL (WAT T S_CIKG KI
C-'-I.. _ _ q_; -2 +F'T V''2+_, QP ? 37 _,CT V- 1.5772(oCJAF 2
C SP=rlCIC N£_T 0c ShO:_LE (_ATT S-C/KG KI
C S =-_ , l," ? 7_2 "_L -5" C TV'* ,3o _,, _ v.__.W_3__ o ]+C f V* +Z ._, g68.{ _3_-C TV
C OUTSIOc _A];US 0C :>IP.c. (H)
_ 0.: • C,., 'S _5
C EMHIgIVITY "1'; U-AT SIPCK
_!4=°72
C HCAT PlPE T_TAL L_FN(-,TH (Hi
TL=,qi4_,
C _VAPO_ATO._ LENGTH (.4)
_"L --,_ __.,
C CON"_£N3Z_, Lz_N,STH (_i
CL=,3C +_
C VA_ _ O---HSITY (_(G/M'* 3)
_qqV='_,c,C
C S='--C.I=I.; _{_t OF VADt)P (WATT _=.C/KG KI
C,V= i177..,_ _
o q.:- o,'). a' [
# I :,_d-_, j °RF*r,L-_E TA* (NL-I • O)
PSU:I: _ .]
FI:;L]A[(1)
TE_ 4:AL3C, ( (P.n° IF I - i,_] |" {,.0 "PF- {FI- l.r. )'H _ TA) / (Rg-W ,[-rI+RF-{ F I-1}
C " C"r_1 h I I
G._ 'i, n '_rT ",u _-
NMI=NI -_
='I ::L3AT (l)
T'_-.-__:AL )G ( l: q-_,,', +_I'R_'- IFI-I , ]|''_c TA} / (: B-_,. C'FI'RF-_I*BETA| )
" ':, IJ'1 : T -" "C*"+ o S lli':
_Z CONTINo;
SUM "*:P S'IM
I_('_l,:_0,3)qU'4q:0.O
C
72
C S r
_d[ 6_;I1 -"';[I:- 1
qr,- __p:'dI:- _
"_TC :7 :_J: r- 2
N J- _1 ='4 j'_'-I
N IC'41 : '_lr,- I
HJCMI = ,t.J C- I
_r_3:.U;={'_;)*" (1. T/f-LOaf 4M]'F.4?) )/ (GO) I''
{¢'LO% f (1" [--_'.' ] I /('_ . ':-FL?I f ('l[-_,'?ll)
L)X - -_ (,_ L _r, ( ",,;/...q,-, US I I /_t ,hr. T (el I £'42 )
")Y _ :_. ,_ _ 3/FLnl f ('1J:'.'1 }
O_(C:(AL )G(3Q/_'_O,r, US) ) /PLoAr {'l[C4_1
lYe= (TL--L) / FL'_. _, T ( t_JO.r' 1 - ! ]
C TH£P'4_'L C}'qIt]!:TIV[T*' L]_ ST_[P,.LCqS STE[L (W_TT/M K)
C TuP._&L U.J'_;1UC, TIV[T',' OF LI,:U[[] hITROG.cN (W&TT/N K)
KL= ".5 _226 __-I ]'C fV''q ._ ": • £795Z%(_-?=CTV'i&. C,
(i+ _.I? 3[ ]_-5"LT'4 _" _,?-2. _*_q&&IE-3"CfV''2.,_+l.3t5202I[-l'CTV
C T_'.-;4AL C'_NJJCTIVITf 0,F '_CD;;EN (HATT/M <)
iG KW=K.I IIUF/(2. C'_;I l" (2. :'(KL/_FI*()F/I2,r'pF)
C-?.S)) _:.-'<L/ ((P;/(2.0"_c) l'( (KL/KCI" ( (2.O'Lr)/
C(DF-2.C'_:;c)+I. _n)l )+KL/ (2..'_F/[;,_-Z,C*_F) +I.C)''2.'.
C fU-"c'4&L C]'_quCTIVITY _F WICK (WATTIM K)
r K ,4: ( [ ,4 _"£U4A *if L" ..5d ;'_'7) / (S U r'%÷ SU'AR)
C O_"}5[rY q; LI]JIO 'ATT=OZ, E:; IKG/"''3)
0_3 :-5. 7_--1;,C IV "_7+2'q3_553-7"CTV''5 -3.4,9GI7C-5"CTV'_'6
1 _R.,_I,F'_'CTV''4_2.TZgwE-I"CTV='_-Z.i:67?El.CTV,*2
l _ _.. 51 .] 3 s -.-3" C r V-i. 9_.5 ? 1-_ &
C OENSTTY O; WICK (_G/'_''_,I
?4,)'4=(S'J'_4* (pO;STy',_HgL+ (t.-OORSTY I'_R) _SUHq'_HOLll (SUMA+SUM8)
C Sr'.rr,[_I _ HEAT OF LI%UIQ NIT;_OGrN (WATT S.c'C/KG Kl
CDL: 3. 5 * Xl_3E" W'CT V_" 4- I .. _'9W335E- _ "CTV'" 3_1. Z632769El'CTV," 2
1 -_,55 J/5'-2L2*CTV+I.&_*957Z'%'2_
C H;aT 0F vc.:'3_IZ'.rIO',: (WATT SEC/ KC, I
1 -3,_)ZZS?S{-Z'gTv''u-I. 39q_67_r..+l"CTV*,. "r
1 _i.]7}iI 3_C _3'_CTV''2-t.C..-,IBZ-+SmCTV
1 _Z.I_I}SwU:_+6
2(_[ _" F')_'AAT (_,{15.5]
C SLAT, P_,JP"_'TICS
3yL._=_._. T /[-5
.%-=L l=6._1 i.r-4
NLA=I+
NL "l:&
r_,=.596}
c ;C It,.4 L = ( ?;Jr -t 'ArC ) .'N JCM I
4CZ'_L& _=2.'_TL'_I " (QELn'_'L_" ISn-PHOL-COL,FPCT_WL+(I.-EA)-_-C)
1 +O-_L _'NL I't-L':wOL'C_L"F-CTNWL*II.-EpI_p-C))
C SP-cCT_IL5 4[A1 OF T_ :r WICK (WATT SFC/KG K)
C .I = ( ! :.. -c 3_S TY _ "3 .C+PC.o_ T Y'*r'_.L"-,,OL ) / ( ( /, . -_O_ST Y) ° o_-PO_.ST Y'_IOL)
C_= (C".T'';U'I"+CPL'SUF _)/ (SUt"h _'SU'_P)
C IIIM-'J%_(l'J_ ,_: ';GCLINC. JACK-T (wl
QCO:, Jl'_l
_C,[:. I_3
EW=,..J1_
aAn ;,_1= ,. 1%1 _"( (:l" I°_:0" -_-or I''2 ) +__." _w, (_CC'- 2-_,q*'2) ) "C'q
1 *CL'iU;I''?--('I'''_)'C_L'EI_')L)
IrI I[}]T,LT,I.:-3I GO TO 11
_MAq3= _AASS I
CS=z.
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I
I
I
I
II
tOC
200
_.OC "J
30C
C r,: 1r:,qf'K=L
30 20? I:1,rIF:42
L:NIZ 41-I*I
_SI._{I!= (_.BnqUS'tooI_PJF, USI "" (ctOAT(L-t ]/NTLf"Z) 1''2
r)O _. j=,.,_;jr
AX _tI,jl :KF'C'TIIL) X'T"'2 "c "C'P,'_.S[2 (If)
a Y_I(I , J) :Kr" 3T/(RYE''2_'C" 2, "RSI2 (11)
m._--( I, Jl =aXL (I, I)
r,y; (I, J) =AY£ (I,J)
CO%T_'4U -
SF:,5"_T-__2 "&LOG(SO_T leSIZ(_I-"2} I /_.I I/aLOGI_C/PnOGUS)
_I2=o[,'2
RNI'I13:IP'{OGUS'I_OlPn_GUS) _''(_'t';[_'M_/2i J''2
RI'q'iJ?=IFI° IS_T(#SIP {_IEM?l)/31)'',75)'°2
_SIZIN[-_I):(c I'(SC_TIPSI2('.;I£42_)/°I)'',_l''2
xnsu=( ()S[?(NI-"I21-elN_O2_'_HOa'CW+(°hI_t2-=SI2(#II-M2))'R_C)I
l (R'I I'"l-_"P I;,_02)
A V : l _..v"IT "2 , "DYE'EL/ (1}_(-" ('_NOV" TL _ ( _. IWI{''R 12-
I?,'31"SLPTH W()*CVe'4C_SLAq*TL "(pIN4N2-mI2)"
2 3 , 1(_15"C'41 "SF }
'3 V :TK_'I1T a'2. "_', 28 _'_r_YC/f CXC" { c4OV "TL _' {3 ,t4CE'¢ I2-
12,_I" _t.GTHK)''.'2*MCPSLA_;*TL'(EINM[_2-P. I2)"
2 3.'_16"CW)'S c)
IX=INT {AV'NJ__*_V*NJC)+IG
A V -.z-AV/FL 0A T ( IX I
r_V=qVIFLC_T(I_)
4_IT-(3,2]35) o'4_SS,CW,_C_SLAn,CS
I:' q_ 4_ T (?c13.5)
nO _, J--L,PIJE
,_---(:+i_2,Jl =+c.nTI(DXE--2+xn_.H-II.,grI+__SI2I_IIEM2I)
C _(_"{_'_'_£ 42 , J) --1,C'V• 71"/ ( ?X_" "" ) "'__SN" ( [ ,*S c } "'<S 12 (NIE_'2) "S_ )
&Y - (4T --12 ,d) :K F' LIfl CI)X£" "2"XDSH_, " ")'_T? {4 I£_2 ! )
.qYC (N[-_''Z',JI --AvT(NIc42,J)
C XE (N[ E11 , .J)= ! K_'qT/(UX- "___*SF_2" CW'_HOW'2"RST2 [N IEMI ) )
AX Z (HI Z il • J) :[ _- [NI'.-"C,J )
Av-IHI'-.'II,J_ =Tw(W'ST/(DY,- "'?'PwOW'CW'2,_PI2}
CY=j (N[-4 I, J) --h v_ {NIT'_I ,j)
A _ " (N_ =, J} :_%T2(_II £H1) /_ 12"CX- (_.IEWI, J!
by-_"{N[{, J):TKW_q!I (()Y-'_2.*?wOW_CW'2.oRI21
CY _"(N[ {,J) :/_VF {'_[E ,J_
nO 50,i [:',r, lC,"?
P3 _j. l:l,_rJC
AXC(Z. J)=KF'[)T/(F)xc''z'_,'C'2.'RSI2(II)
_Y](_. J) =KP'"I/(I]_C',_=o'C_2.)
C_CII,J) :_xq (I,,J)
KYC {I, .Jl=Afb ( I,J!
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J
Il
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
q
F. ," !_tT [ ItJ!.
'l_ :._. i J:
z_xC (:,lI ,'£
z%v ] <_..[.; +,_
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APPENDIX E
DISCUSSION OF STABILITY AND ACCURACY
OF NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES
The technique used for solution of the vapor tempera-
ture is essentially a one dimensional heat balance of the
form •
T. n+l = A. Tn + B. T9 + (I-A +B ) T. n
i i i+l i i-i i i i
For stability it is necessary that [16,17,18]
(A i + Bi) <_ 1
All elements of A and B are fixed except the time step.
Thus the time step must be adjusted to maintain stability.
In solving for the vapor temperature the coefficients
A and B are calculated. New values are then defined by
, A.
A. = 1
.+B.]1 (A1 1
, B.
B. = 1
.*-B )1 CA1 i
87
The solution is then iterated (A + B) times to complete
one time step.
The alternating direction implicit method used in
this study has an accuracy of 0(At2,Ax 2 _y2) [16]
According to a yon Neumann stability analysis the
method is unconditionally stable [16,18]. However in
practice this method, although it does permit larger time
steps than standard explicit method, will become unstable
if time steps used are too large.
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APPENDIX F
CALCULATION OF THER_IAL CONDUCTIVITY FOR THE WICK
Since the wick is a composite of screen and fluid
gaps, a method must be developed for estimating its thermal
conductivity.
The thermal conductivity of the fluid gaps is given
by the polynomial expression given in Appendix B.
The thermal conductivity of the screen was calculated
using the method of Williams [24].
K s = KZ
1
df Kz df
z]
df K_ 2r
(w--) _ + 1]p [df-2rf
2rf
[_+ 1]
The overall thermal conductivity is then a weighted
average of the values for the screen and fluid. Weighting
factors are given by
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% screen =
NL
Z
N=I
In[(r B-(4rf +8) (N-l))l(r B-4Nrf-(N-I)$)]
% fluid =
NL -I
g
N=l
in [ (rB- 4Yrf- (N- 1) B) / (rB- (4rf+f_)N) ]
Total thermal conductivity is calculated to be
= (% screen) + Kt (% fluid)Kw Ks
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APPENDIX G
ANALOG SCALING
Due to the nature of the analog computer equations
must be scaled before they can be solved. This scaling is
accomplished by making a change of variable. Each variable
in the unscaled equation is non-dimensionalized by some
maximum value. For example the unscaled form of equation
4.1 is:
dTl - 4_ E Kp (T -T ) + 2QE
_-t 0pCp VpE in (ro/rB) 2 i _pCpVpE
:.lake the following changes of variable:
T-T
min
T -T
max min
QE
QE* = _max
t* - t
t
max
gives
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(Tmax-Tmi n) dTl*
t
max
4_ ZE Kp (Tmax-Tmin)
ppCpVpE in (ro/r B)
(T2* -TI*)
2QE* Qmax
+
DpCpVpE
which can be simplified to"
dT *1 47 _E K t
max
0pCpVpE In (ro/r B)
(T2*-TI*)
2 Qmax tmax
ppCpVpE (Tma x-Tmi n QE*
Similar scaling for each equation gives a new system of
equations that differs from the first in only the time
scaling term.
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APPENDIX H
DERIVATION OF EXPONENTIAL MODEL
Assume entire system approximated as lumped mass
with composite specific heat. Then
dT
mTCT aT = QIN + mfcf (TI-T)
Define T* = (T-TI), Equation becomes
dT* _ mfcfT*mTCT at QIN
This first order differential equation can be solved
to give
and
T* - QIN (l-e
mfcf
_fcf
mT¢T
)
QOUT = mfcfT*
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